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Internal exposure
The wholebody content of radioactive caesium (134Cs and 137Cs) has been measured before
and in different periods after the Chernobyl accident [4, 6-11]. In the case of the deposition in
Sweden after the Chernobyl accident the absorbed dose due to the internal exposure from
these nuclides constitutes an important - and e.g. in the sami population the dominating -
fraction of the total absorbed dose, which includes as well the contribution from external
exposure. Based on the measurements of the wholebody content the average contribution to
the absorbed dose in the Swedish population appears to be much smaller than that due to the
external exposure.

According to our measurements [11] this is true also for the contribution to moose hunters
and their families - although they belong to those groups where the radiocaesium content in
the body is expected to be relatively high. The ratio between concentration in the body of
l37Cs and its deposition per n r in the pertinent moose hunting region varies from 0.7 for men
and 0.4 for women [Bq/kg per kBq/m2] in areas with high deposition, >30 kBq 137Cs per m2,
after the Chernobyl accident to 1.1 (men) and 0.8 (women) in areas with relatively low
deposition, < 10 kBq per rrr,

The corresponding ratio for the average over the Swedish population after the Chernobyl
accident is: 1.4 Bq/kg in the body per kBq/nr in the deposition A similar assessment for the
situation after the atmospheric nuclear weapons tests yields 0 8 Bq/kg per kfiq/m2 [4] In the
5 regiones obtaining the highest 137Cs fallout by wet deposition in connection with the
Chernobyl accident this ratio is 0 7. The calculated dose rate for a constant body burden of
1 Bq/kg is about 0.0023 mSv/year [4],

The effective half-time of Cs-137 whole body content
Pre-Chernobyl results from whole-body measurements of the change with time of the content
of 137Cs in the body [4] indicates an effective half-time of 3 1 year in a group assumed to be
representative for the '"Cs change in the Swedish population For the northern areas a half-
time of about 4 7 year was obtained for a group of samis [4]

The rural population in northern Sweden has a high level of subsistence through meat from
reindeer, moose and other game, fresh water fish, and berries A study of the distribution of
radioactive caesium in northern Sweden 1988-1993 [6] based on measurmems on muscle
samples from selected medico-legal autopsy cases indicates an effective half-time of about
3 7 year there It should be noted that all these assessments of the half-time concern periods
within at most the first seven years after the main fallout With regard to the very long
residence time and only slow-changing availability for 137Cs in important food-chains of the
boreal and sub-alpine ecosystems, a longer half-time for the content in the human body may
be expected during later periods in these areas

External exposure
Measurements of the external exposure due to the fallout after the Chernobyl accident
indicate that - beside changes due to the physiccal half-lives of the nuclides involved- a
decreased effectiveness is apparent over the period 1986 - 198S [2.3] Edvarson [3] concludes
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ihai no further decrease occurs after 1988 - with exception for that caused by physical
Our meisuremenu based on y-ray spectrometry in various biotopes close lo Umcl. Sweden
(64° 16 K) show that the anenuation of the 662 keV photon associated with decay of '"C$
increases after 19S8 it * rate, which indicates a 50% reduction over a time span of about 10
years The photon fluence integrated over all energies, however, is expected to change less
than proportional to the decrease in attenuation of the 662 kev photon. Consequently a change
in external exposure corresponding to a "half-time" of about 10 year should constitute an
upper limit for the rate of decrease of the external exposure, while the insignificant change
after 1988 according to the results from Edvarson [3] yields a lower limit

In areai with predominady wet deposition (he dote (effective dose equivalent) due lo external
exposure during the fmt year after the Chernobyl fallout was estimated to be about 0.05 rnSv
per IcBa/m' '"Cs (3J

Expected time dependence for the average internal and external dose to the individual
Internal dose as t time dependent fraction of total absorbed dose, due to the deposition after
the Chernobyl accident, ii illustrated in fig. I based on these results. Four cases are considered
corresponding to situations in high and low depocitioo areas respectively under the assump-
tions of either no further change after 1988 in the external exposure from the remaining '"Cs
activity, or a change corresponding to a 50% reduction over a time span o( 18 years. The
shaded area indicates the probable interval for the actual internal dose fraction, confined by
the upper and lover limits established by the various alternatives discussed above.

It should be observed that the assessments illustrated in fig. 1 are based on the assumption
thai the availability of "'Cs over the food-chains is essentially the same over the whole period
considered. However, whole-body measurements discussed above give evidence of a
decreasing activity contest with a half-life in the interval 3.5- 5 year in an 'early* phase after
fallout - i.e. the first seven years. There are several indications that this half-life will increase
over longer periods. Nevertheless, the fact that the activity content of "'& in man decreases
on the average faster than what could be explained solely as a consequence of physical decay
implies that the assessments in fig. 1 overestimates the relative importance of internal as
compared lo external dose. If, for example, in similar estimations is assumed an effective
half-life of 5 year in the body during the first 10 yean tfter the fallout, the upper limit for the
internal dose as a fraction of the total will be about 10%.

These results based on the measured content of radioactive caesium in the body evidently are
strikingly different in comparison to the calculated internal doses - based on consumption
patterns for the populations in the Nordic countries and known or assumed concentrations in
various food-items [1]- which indicate a general dominance for the internal dose in the total.
In the case of Sweden the Internal dose calculated according to the latter principle appears to
be ibout ten times higher than that obtained from wholebody measurements representative of
the average in the population. The primary cauvn to this considerable discrepancy between
measured and calculated dose levels needs to be further elucidated - not the least due to its
relevance for the achievement of a reliable basis for consequence analyses fin terms of
collective dese or dose committment), and decision-making
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Fig I The fncoon of Uw toui absorbed dose thai is due to the average intcnuj exposure in the
gcnenl popuiabon from radioactive caesium deposited after the Chernobyl accident The time axjs
refers to ome (yon) suiting from (he accident. Fouf alternatives arc illustntcd eexrupondinf to
jittunoai m high and low deposition areas, and under utumptioiu of cither no further decrease is
external exposure rate after 1911 - with exception kx that due to physical decay - or a further
rcdMCSoc to 30*/. over It yean The shaded area coven the interval confined by the upper and lover
Limits set by diese four alternatives
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